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GAF is a framework to represent event approximations in a formal context. It enables the representation of information from both
textual and extra-textual sources, bridging the gap between text and semantics. GAF makes a clear distinction
between mentions of events in text and their formal representation as assumed instances in a semantic layer. The semantic layer
can integrate any linguistic information and is compatible with previous event representations in NLP. Instances are represented by
RDF compliant URIs that are shared across different research disciplines allowing us to complete textual information with external
sources and reason over the information. By uncoupling instances from mentions, we can easily store and reason with different,
even contradicting perspectives on the same event. At every step, the provenance of the information is recorded.
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The volume of news archives is huge and ever
expanding
Different sources reporting on the same event may
provide various and sometimes contradicting
perspectives
Different sources may provide complementary
information
Often articles about new events refer back to past
events, possibly changing the interpretation
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To link current to previous information, an
annotation framework needs to be able to
interconnect different ways of describing and
registering events, including non-linguistic sources
To allow reasoning, the framework needs to be
able to capture domain knowledge
To provide different perspectives on the same
news story, the framework needs to keep track of
the source a piece of information came from
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"The catastrophe four years ago devastated Indian
Ocean community and killed more than 230,000
people, over 170,000 of them in Aceh
at northern tip of Sumatra Island of Indonesia."

2013

..., the vessel is the party responsible for the 2004 Indian
Ocean tsunami that killed 230,000 people. Apparently,
the submarine was able to trigger seismic activity via
some kind of directed energy weapon.

Indonesia lies in a zone where the IndoAustralian, Eurasian, Philippine and Pacific
plates meet and occasionally shift, causing
earthquakes and sometimes generating
tsunamis. There have been hundreds of
earthquakes in Indonesia since a 9.1
temblor in 2004 caused a tsunami.
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